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Recently a number of authorsl ,2,;) have suggested modifications of
the Brueckner theory of nuclear matter4) so as to include bole-hole
interactions I as well as particle-particle interactions e Iwamoto2 ) has
demonstrated that in a perturbation theory calculation the inclusion of
hole-hole interaction makes no change in the ground-state energy through
second order. The singular two·body potential between nucleons makes it
difficult, however, to conclude anything about the cont.ribUtion at' these
terms in nuclear mattere The formal similarity between the equation of
I'WamO'tO and the equa:tion for the energy gap in nuclear matte~), coupled
with the fact that the energy gap is very small at normal density6),
indicates that the effect of hole.ho1e interactions is probably only a
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very small change in the ground-state energy of nuclear matter. It is the
point of this note to show that this conclusion is in fact correct, the
demonstration proceeding by use of the separation method7) for evaluatinG
the energy of nuclear matter.
Confining our attention to the interaction of particles with total-
momentum zero, we see that hole-hole interactions may be included by replacing
the Bethe..Uoldstone equation8) rlth1;2)
( 1)
where Q is an operator which pro,jects both particles olJ-tside the Ferml
sea, and. P is an operator which projects both particles innide the sea.
Thus Q .. p = 1
=0 0
if both particles are outside the Fermi sea,
if one particle is outside and one inside,
=0 ..1 if both particles are inside the Fermi Gca.
Let fD represent the vTave function for a dce;eneratc Fern:i g8.:J at
a dens!ty appropriate to that of nuclear matter. Then ttlc enere,Y shift D.E
between the energy of the ideal gas and the 1nteractinc; oyste:m is, in
Brueckner theory4) ,
~ ~ < ¢ I t I ~ )
where, uaing the separation method7) and the mod:L:fJcation of' eq. (1)
(Q. replaced by Q p), one obtains fot t the [;e:t'ics
(2)
t ... (t
s
+ (t + V,,)
s IV
q - P (t" + V ~)
e .~ .lj
1t~
.) Co t s
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The notation is the same as reference 7, and the small contribution of higher-
order terms has been discussed in this same reference. We may vrite eq. (3)
as
(4)
\There to is the usual t matrix evaluated in the absence of hole-hole
interactions (cf. Ref. 7), and At is the correction due to hole-hole interactions,
f:l.t "" -(t + VII.) L(t + VII)s ~ e 6 »
Thus the solutions to the modified. Bethe-Goldstone equation are quite different
from the solutions of the usual Bethe-Goldstone equation. This difference,
which might co:n.f'use numerical evalua.tion of the energy, 1s, however,
predominantly of such a character as to cancel When the total ground-state
Indeed the second-order perturbation term for a conventional
,.,.
interaction V is
,.,. p .....
V - V ,e (6)
which vanishes when summed. over all states in the Fermi sea2), as a consequence
....
ot the herrniticity of V" However, this cancellation does not occur in our
-case, where V must be replaced by t
8
+ V," The long-range interaction
Vt is not quite hermitian, since the cutoff distance depends on moment.um,
while the short..range interaction t i6, in tact, nearly e.ntihermitie.n.
s
The sum is also not hermitian, though more nearly so than Vl alone. These
results are illustrated in Table I.
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TABIE I
Typical matrix elements of long- and short-range interactions
(dnlto HeV-Fermi3) for standard potential of Reference 7.
k ::: 0.4 f- l k =:; L2 f-1
k' 102
...1 k' 0.4 -1::: f ::: f
(V.t\'k ... 357.7 - 28803
(ta\:fk + 45.2 53.0
(t
s + V,g\'k .. 312.5 -341.3
A crude calculation of the total contribution of the second-order hole-hole
term (eq.(5») to the ground-state energy yields, in view of the cancellation
commented upon above, only about +Jj2 Mev per particle.
This result is dependent upon the rapid convergence of the separation
method, which is certainly sufficient for the purpose of this note. The
general problem of convergence has been discussed in reference 7, whereas
the convergence rate when hole-hole interactions are included 1s not materially
altered. It should be observed that the smallness of' the correction to the
ground-state energy is intimately related to the smallness of the exclusion-
principle contribution in the usual theory. In fact, these two terms are
comparable in magnitude, and a quantitative study of the exclusion principle
contribution in nuclear matter should properly proceed from the equation
UCRL-9l50
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including hole-hole interactions. We conclude that even in the presence
of singular potentials, hole-hole interactions do not significantly affect
the ground-state energy of nuclear matter, and hence leave unaltered. the
quantitat1ve results of Brueckner and. GammeL
-6-
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